Dear readers,
Much has changed since the inaugural issue of the journal was released in October. Some
of the changes that occurred affected not only us, the editors, but also the equestrians and
horse historians all around the world and, in a way, the entire western culture. One of the
impacts of Covid-19 was to reduce physical socializing between people while increasing
virtual interactions: this is reflected by the prominence virtual and hybrid events, including
events in horse history, have gained. As a result, we may become increasingly divorced from
the things that happen in our neighbourhood while being involved in affairs that are
geographically – and often culturally – distant.
For many of our readers, Ukraine is a distant country of which they would not have known
much prior to the war that broke out in February. However, it is likely that some of our
readers will have a personal link with this country – or feel emotional affiliation to this country
now. Whatever the outcome of the war, we sincerely hope that our readers, and their
countries, will be ready to offer support to those who have become victims of the war,
whatever their nationality is registered in their passports, whatever language they speak and
whatever their perceived ethnical identity is.
We cannot pass by the effects of the war on equids and other animals: as always, animals
are the victims of conflicts in which they do not identify with either side. Early on, some
animals have been evacuated from the territory of Ukraine, but many others, including horses,
had to be left behind due to logistic and economic considerations. The response on the FEI
to the war was immediate, sending economic aid to the Ukrainian equestrian community as
well as taking other steps, described in this press release: www.horsetalk.co.nz/2022/03/01
/fei-aid-ukraine-equestrian-community/.
Whatever the outcome of the conflict, we hope that it will teach the world compassion
and fairness to other nations. We hope it will teach us not to ignore conflicts that seem distant
and possibly unimportant to us: to compare, the war between Armenia and Azerbaijan in
2020 over the area of Nagorno-Karabakh was covered much less than the current military
confrontation. This is regrettable, because Karabakh is an area with rich equestrian culture,
with Chovqan, a traditional horse-riding game, being inscribed on the UNESCO Lists of
Intangible Cultural Heritage.
This brings us to other cultural traditions of horsemanship, many of which are not
recognised as such and may thus be endangered through lack of adequate legal protection, as
one of the contributors to this issue, Sarah Sargent, highlights in her article on the cowboy
and the vaquero traditions. The theme of American horsemanship and its role in the nation
building is addressed in yet another contribution: Edward Owen Teggin in his study of a diary
composed by a young lady during Montana trail journey stresses the aspect of affectionate,
personal relationship between the pony and its rider.
The practical side of equestrianism is taken care of by two archaeological and
anthropological studies. In her reassessment of an early Irish snaffle bit, Rena Maguire
examines an object that has been erroneously assigned to the Irish Iron Age and breathes new
life into it. In turn, Auli Blauer, Sonja Hukantaival and Juha Kantanen provide an overview
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of horse bones in Finland from prehistory to modern times and suggest some uses, both ritual
and pragmatic, to which they may have been put.
Likewise, the studies included in our short notes section cover the material side of
horsemanship, including an experiment of constructing and trying a Roman saddle by Moira
Watson. Another saddle project, carried out by Marcin Ruda, involved the reconstruction of
a unique medieval saddle, described by its author step by step and supplemented by numerous
illustrations. But horses were not only ridden and driven by humankind: Marian Polhill’s study
of medieval remedies based on horse products opens up an area of inquiry that is occasionally
disturbing, sometimes amusing and invariably original.
This issue also includes a selection of news items in equine and equestrian history prepared
by our news editor Gail Brownrigg, as well as some book reviews, covering books on medieval
working horses, women’s riding and horse racing in Montana.
The first two issues of the journal were devoted to assessing different areas of equine and
equestrian history, providing historiographic overviews and suggesting new areas of academic
inquiry. Where next? We decided to devote the next issue of the journal to wild horses and
their impact on natural environments, and the following one to archaeology, and our
colleague, the Irish archaeologist Dr Rena Maguire has generously agreed to act as guest editor
for the issue on archaeology.
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